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Aluminum Signs
Aluminum signs are a great-looking, affordable option.
With full digital printing and overlaminates, these signs
will look wonderful while also staying weather resistant.
We also offer them as aluminum pan signs which come
with a sturdy outer frame to add that extra touch of
quality and resilience. Use our aluminum signs in just
about any outdoor or indoor situation for a statement
that’s sure to last.
• Our full-color digital printing means you can have
anything printed right on the surface of your aluminum
sign in vibrant color. Your imagination is the limit.
• Don’t worry about your sign being outdoors. We
provide a tough overlaminate that will protect your
sign against sun and scratches so it can stand the
test of time.

A pole-mounted aluminum sign with custom-cut edge.

• Whether you need your sign hanging from a bracket,
placed on a pole, or mounted on a building wall, our
aluminum signs are a lightweight, versatile choice that
can go almost anywhere.
• Need extra visibility? We can use a special reflective
vinyl on the surface of your aluminum signs so that
they’ll shine even in night-time and low-light conditions,
for extra safety measures.

The popular wall-mounted aluminum pan sign.

• Our rectangular aluminum pan signs come with a solid
aluminum frame around the outside for additional
stability and quality.
• For our regular aluminum signs, we can shape the
edge any way you desire. Anything from the standard
rounded rectangle of a parking sign to a totally custom
edge is possible.
Our aluminum signs are perfect for everything from
general road signage to the new face of your storefront.
Our full design, manufacturing, and installation services
will help you bring your sign to life without needing to
work with multiple companies. Ask us today about how
one of our signs would be perfect for you.

Hanging rider panels are
also an option.
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Also popular, a
perpendicular pan sign.

